AKVA HYBRID HIGH Q / HYBRID HIGH


Assemble the headboard and the base. Position the stabilisers inside the base frame.
See instructions for Akva bases.



Position the base boards on the base frame. Assemble the base boards with the four
black “legs”.



Fit the legs of the head end to the upholstered side pieces. Position the side pieces on
the base boards and push them towards the headboard. If necessary readjust the
height.



Fit the legs at the foot end loosely to the upholstered foot end piece. Place the foot end
piece on the base boards and fasten these with upper corner fittings. Pull back the
frame approx. 20 cm and screw on the lower corner fittings. Tighten the screws of the
foot end legs.




Push the frame back towards the headboard and fit the corner fittings to the headboard.
Fit the stabilisation angels to the side pieces and the base board by means of 6 screws.
Finally, also the stabilisation angels at the head end.



Place the lower part of the cover in a way that the AKVA Logo is located at the foot end,
right side. Remove the top, place the fixing paddles in the holes made in the bottom of
the cover and secure them by positioning them in the small base board holes.



Place the side foam rails in the bottom of the cover. Then the foot end foam rail and the
foam layer at the head board end. The side foam rails and foot end rail are screwed into
the frame.



Place the heating element(s). Feed out the tube through the hole in the bottom of the
cover and base board. See the instructions for Akva Vital Electronic heating elements
before assembling them.



Fit the Zipliner safety liner. Avoid folds directly over the heating element(s) and smooth
out the bottom as much as possible.



If the bed has two mattresses, place the divider in the middle.



Place the water mattress(es) in the safety liner. See instructions for water mattresses.



After filling with water, remove the air and add Long Life (water disinfectant.) Zip the
top of the cover to the bottom of the cover. See also instructions for covers.

